
What do you really want? What lifestyle do you really want to live?  

I will prompt you with a list of things that I like doing, want to do... and then some things 
I don't want to do and then share what the consequences for those decisions may be. 
When I say consequences, I don't mean life or death dramatic consequences lol, but 
there of course are things I may sacrifice by making the choices I currently make. 
Acceptance of that is key. And remember. You can change your mind ☺ 

So...  

I do want to…  
Walk, listen to podcasts and audio books and get fresh air daily.  
Train/lift, because I love getting stronger, feeling stronger, I love getting better at all 
the moves and I love the “me” tie it gives me and the mindset strength it also helps 
with.  
Focus on eating a decent amount of protein, It helps me feel fuller for longer and it 
helps my bones, joints, muscles, tendons get stronger which will help me live a better 
life when I am older. It also helps with my body composition which I yes “shock horror” 
like working on too.  
Eat nutritious foods 80% of the time because it makes me feel good, nourished, 
energised. It makes me get my micro nutrients and that helps me stay well.  
Eat carbs. A lot of them. They energise me, they make me perform better in the gym, 
they make me feel nourished, full and they lift my soul up. 
Manage my energy balance somewhat. I feel comfy eating what I do, and eating lots 
more makes me often feel too full. I am happy to gain some weight here and there if it 
I am eating from happiness and contentment but not from binging self-harm and pain. 
The weight gain then comes from my unhappiness. I don't want to feel uncomfy in my 
skin and when I indulge from a bad mindset this leads to discomfort in my body. Its 
less to do with my size and more to do with my mindset. But also, I do have aesthetic 
goals  (I am a product of the media around me no doubt) But I wont sell my soul for it.  
Buy my food from pret  over meal prep because I like the convenience and 
ease. This is a privilege. Any of us able to pick and choose what we eat, when we eat 
and have the option to train etc, we have privilege. It’s not something to feel guilty 
about, but we must be aware and grateful for it.  
Rest lots in my workouts. This way I get stronger and have enough energy to do so.  
Eat soul food because it makes my tongue happy and my mind.  
Go out for dinners with friends, but I also want to knowledge and control to manage 
my instant gratification wants sometimes, over long term goals.  
Listen to my body. More so than my old patterns and habits. 
Track my nutrition sometimes so I can utilise certain goals at any given time and be 
more efficient in doing so.  
Eat a free choc cookie because I like choc cookies. 
 

Continued below… 

 

 



I dont want to... (and what this may mean) 

Meal prep (Means I spend silly money on Pret most days) 
Over think protein and have to eat 120g plus (Means I won't synthesise as much 
protein as I may need to build optimal muscle) 
Train more than 3 to 4 days(Means I will be rested and recovered)  
Feel doms every session (Means I will be able to train muscles more frequently) 
Give up putting (vegan) butter on my toast the majority of the time (Means my 
cals go up by about 100 on non nutritious non filling food) 
Turn down a free cookie (flavour I like) (Means that sometimes I will eat a free 
cookie) 
Do hiit (Means lll probably get less injuries & instead have to me to get better at lifting 
and building muscle where I can & get stronger) 
Do shit ton of cardio  in my day to day life (Means I won't run a marathon anytime 
soon)  
Beast myself in the gym & sweat a shit ton (Means I smell less bad) and may not get 
the mental “I’ve worked out and done a good job” feeling I used to think I needed when 
I was unaware what a “good” workout actually meant. 
Track every morsel of food all the time (Means I will misjudge cals and sometimes 
be in a surplus when I think I’m not) But when not in a fat loss mode, this balances out 
9/10. 
Do burpees (Means I save myself from useless exercises) 
Only eat protein & veg (Means I get to enjoy different foods, but potentially means I 
have more chance of eating in a surplus) 
Eat the same thing everyday (Means harder to track/maintain/manage cal intake) 
skip nights out with friends (Means I will make choices about how I manage my 
intake if I feel I want to) 
Skip dessert every night (Means I manage my food in the day knowing I wanna fit in 
dessert) 
Only drink water (get me a fanta zero) (Means I won't get bored of water) 
Be overly pinikerty about 30g protein per meal. Sometimes I have 50g (Means I 
don't “optimally” synthesise protein to make muscle. Optimal. Doesn’t mean I don't 
synthesise protein and build or maintain muscle) 
Force myself to eat brekki. I’m not hungry till 12 (Nothing happens) 
Eat less (currently) (Means I am not in a deficit and therefore will not lose fat. I am not 
trying to so this is ok for me) 
 

These are the things I won't and don’t wanna do at this part of my life. I have shared 
with you if that means there are repercussions and they are ones I am happy to take 
for the lifestyle I live and want to live (at the moment) 

But at other times of my journey I was not happy to have repercussions of certain 
choices and so therefore I made different ones.  

• I wanted to lose fat more than I didn't want to be in a deficit.  

• I wanted to build muscle more than I wanted the ease of not focusing on 
protein.  



• I wanted to get in the habit of training, more than I wanted to take days off of 
training (I could have been wiser with my training choices, but you live and 
learn)  

So finally… my ACTUAL questions to you are… 

WHAT DO YOU REALLY WANNA DO? 
HOW DO YOU REALLY WANNA LIVE? 

WHAT THINGS WILL YOU NOT DO? WHAT SACRIFICES ARE YOU HAPPY TO 
MAKE? 

WHAT ARE YOUR NON-NEGOTIABLES? 
WHAT LIFESTYLE WOULD YOU LIKE TO ACTUALLY LIVE WHILST SELF 

LOVING AND NOURISHING YOURSELF. 

Do you want to.. 

• Never think about protein intake and sacrifice maintaining or building muscle?  

• Do you want to eat some protein but not really push to eat the “needed” 
amount?  

• Do you want to eat as much as recommended and you will do what it takes to 
get it in because you want results more than you care about the ease of not 
focusing on protein.  

• Do you want to be in a deficit? (like really?)  

• Do you want to lose fat more than you want to eat at maintenance?  

• Do you actually want to meal prep?  

• Do you want to exercise every day? Or do you want to train twice or 4 times 
and be flexible with training?  

• Do you want to think about your body and food 90% of the time? Have you tried 
to stop? 

• Are you willing to think about nutrition and training maybe 70% of the time now, 
so you learn about what works for you but then eventually don't really have to 
think of it at all? Or would you rather just wash your hands with it all? 

• Do you want to skip meals out with friends? Or do you want to just make 
equipped choices that are better suited to your goals?  

• Do you really want the goal you think you want? Or is this a teenage dream you 
haven’t let go of?  

• Do you really want to look like (insert influencer here) or do you just want to be 
comfy in your skin?  

• Do you want food freedom or the dream body?  

• Do you want nutrition knowledge, or do you want a quick fix?  

• Do you want to weigh your food? Or do you want to weigh your food for a short 
time in order to get context to what you eat? Or would you rather never ever 
weigh food ever? 

• Can you see nutrition unemotionally? Do you want to? 

• Do you want to eat to feel full? Or do you want to eat to feel stuffed?  

• Do you want to care about what your body looks like really? Or do you wish you 
didn't?  

• Do you believe you can trust food and your body and trust you won’t gain a load 
of weight?  



• Do you want to not care if you do gain weight?  

• If you care? Why?  

• Do you want to walk more? Do you want to stay in bed more? Do you really 
want to exercise?  

• Do you want to enjoy exercise?  

• What stops you enjoying exercise?  

• What would help you enjoy exercise more?  

• Do you love food?  

• Do you fear food?  

• Do you hate food?  

• Do you want to work on your relationship with food?  

• Do you want to just never train, eat pizza for brekki lunch and dinner and still 
look like (insert idealised bod here) but be unhealthy AF? Or do you see the 
value in a lifestyle that includes more protein, some movement etc  

• Do you actually want to make changes?  

• What if you made changes and nothing changed? How would you feel?  

• What if you held back from consistently making changes therefore nothing ever 
changed?  

• Do you want to mentally be here still in 5 years time?  

• Do you really want to lose fat or do you want to change your body composition? 

• Do you judge people with bodies you like? Do you judge people with bodies 
you don’t? Do you judge people by the body they have full stop?  

• Do you like “fitnessy” people or do you actually think they are knob heads?   

• Do you really wanna change your body or do you want to change your mind?  

• Do you wanna change your lifestyle? Or do you just want to look different?  

• Do you want to do what it takes to make changes?  

• Would you sacrifice your health for this? Do you get why you may have to if you 
have an extreme ideal and of course why you shouldn’t? 

• Do you want this more than anything or can you see the value in other things 
taking priority and letting consistent habits do their thing cos they make you feel 
good?  
 
I know this is long. You don’t have to physically do it all. But some of these 
questions may make you rethink what you are doing. They may make you 
change your perception about what you are trying to achieve or how you are 
trying to. You may realise how you want to live may not leave you in the body 
you want. This may be a step into that acceptance. Take from it what you will. 
But being curious about all the above will hopefully lead you to make choices 
that you “actually” want. If you want to lose fat but you want to eat at 
maintenance more than you want to lose fat. Just remember that is ok. But 
being honest with yourself is a great place to start as it will start you on the path 
to acceptance and then you can focus on other amazing stuff, like your hip 
thrust strength :)  

 


